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More and more brands with a distinct brand personality have broken the rule of “fit” in brand extension practice, successfully

extending themselves into distant categories. A pilot study verifies that brand personality influences brand extension attitude through

two antecedents: (1) the fit between the extended category and the original brand personality, and (2) self-connection of the consumer

to the brand. Further, self-esteem moderates the latter mechanism, which indicates that consumers of higher self-confidence are more

willing to transfer the original affect (self-connection) directly to the extension without a fitting process.
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The Interactive Effects of Self-Connection and Self-Esteem in the Affect Transfer Process 
of Consumer Brand Extension Evaluations

Zhuohao Chen, Warwick Business School, University of Warwick, UK
Qing Wang, Warwick Business School, University of Warwick, UK

Brand extension research has been increasingly critical as the expansion of consumers’ psychological cognitive and affective boundary 
endows brands with more and more opportunities to enter new and distant categories. Although pioneer research asserts similarity between 
the parent brand and brand extension category as a key determinant of consumer brand extension evaluations (e.g. (Aaker and Keller 1990), 
(Park et al. 1991)), more and more brand extensions challenge this rule, e.g. Pepsi music, Virgin Cola, National Geographic garments, etc. 
Although such aggressive brand extensions are beyond consumers’ imagination, consumers are not reluctant to accept them. On the other 
hand, however, Coke music, Vodafone Cola and Wall Street Journal garments would be more difficult to be accepted. A possible explanation 
is that the trait of excitement generates an affect transfer mechanism in which brand personality induces high-esteem consumers to be so risk-
seeking in brand extension evaluation that they transfer their self-connection directly to the new product regardless of the extension distance.

Two mechanisms can be identified to understand the influence of brand personality on consumer brand extension attitude. On one hand, 
prior research follows a cognitive stream, arguing that a process of fit is a key mechanism of brand extension evaluation, in which perceived 
fit consists of three dimensions. First, category-based fit assumes that feature similarity is the basis of categorization (Tversky 1977) therefore 
similar category or feature (e.g., white appliance) leads to a favorable brand extension (Boush and Loken 1991). Next, further research finds 
consumers evaluate fit with a specific benefit or goal (Broniarczyk and Alba 1994; Martin and Stewart 2001). Specifically, similar context of 
usage aiming at a benefit (e.g. tooth brush and toothpaste for the benefit of dental health) increases perceived fit (Joiner 2006; Ratneshwar 
and Shocker 1991). Third, brand-based fit theory underlies the fit of brand image or brand concept (Park et al. 1991), which is accessible 
when consumers evaluate symbolic brand extensions. Here, brand-based fit is a relatively broad concept (Czellar 2003) so that brand person-
ality fit can be viewed as a critical facet of it. In terms of this steam, consumers experience a fitting process in which the fit between brand 
extension category and original brand personality is evaluated. If this fit is higher, the brand extension attitude is more positive. In addition, 
self-connection facilitates consumer’s understanding of brand personality fit in that brand affect generates relational holistic and schematic 
thinking (Ahluwalia 2008; Monga and John 2007) thereby fit being more easily perceived for distant extensions. If a consumer is emotionally 
attached to a brand, he is more likely to find such fit. In this mechanism, therefore, brand personality fit plays a mediation role between self-
connection and brand extension attitude.

On the other hand, recent research in brand extension has put more attention to the affective process (e.g. (Barone and Miniard 2002; 
Barone et al. 2000; Yeung and Wyer Jr. 2005). Compared with cognitive evaluation, affect transfer is an abstract, schematic, symbolic and 
self-expressive process. Evidences show that parent brand affect can be directly transferred to brand extension attitude without mediation of 
perceived fit if a consumer has a high brand-elicited affect or loves the brand (Yeung and Wyer Jr. 2005). Such brand affect is usually gener-
ated by brand relationship including self-brand connection (Fournier 1998). The theoretical assumption of self-brand connection mechanism 
underlies that consumers are involved in a subconscious matching process when a brand personality is congruent with their self-images. The 
more self-brand congruity there is, the more this consumer favors the brand (Sirgy 1982), as a symbolic brand with distinct personality helps 
the consumer express himself and reduce the inconsistency between actual and desired self (Belk 1988). However, it is suggested that differ-
ent dimensions of brand personality have asymmetric effects when a brand transgression occurs. For example, consumers tolerate a service 
failure of an exciting brand more than that of a sincere brand (Aaker et al. 2004). Individual attachment styles play a moderating role in self-
connection as well (Swaminathan et al. 2009). Further, not all consumers follow this affect transfer process. Individual difference, particularly 
in personality traits such as self-esteem and self-construal, triggers the brand extension attitude formation approach (Ahluwalia 2008). We 
suggests that self-esteem is a moderator of the relationship between self-connection and brand extension attitude, i.e. affect transfer process. 
Higher self-esteem makes consumers more enthusiastic, optimistic and risk-seeking  (Schaninger 1976) about aggressive brand extensions.

In summary, current research explicates the influence of brand personality and self-esteem on brand extension evaluation in three 
mechanisms. First, perceived fit is a mediator between self-connection and brand extension attitude. Second, self-connection influences brand 
extension attitude directly in the affect transfer process. Third, self-esteem moderates the affect transfer mechanism.

A pilot study was conducted in China to verify the conceptual model. Two real mobile telecommunication brands under China Mobile 
were used as parents brands (M-zone as exciting brand and G-tone as competent brand). Two pretests verified brand personality representa-
tions and the distance of fictitious brand extensions. In the main study, 232 students of a Chinese university were recruited to evaluate two 
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brand extensions from eight fictitious extensions varying from low (e.g. wristwatches) to medium category fit (e.g. MP3 player and PDA) 
and low (PDA for M-zone and MP3 for G-tone) to high brand personality fit (e.g. MP3 for M-zone and PDA for G-tone) before they were 
required to report perceived fit, self-brand connection and self-esteem. Finally 461 evaluations were collected. Preliminary analysis results 
indicate good supports for the hypotheses. First, results of structural equation modelling confirm the baseline model, in which brand exten-
sion attitude is influenced by both brand personality fit and self-connection. Second, grouped structural models show a complete mediating 
model (self-connectionà perceived fitàbrand extension attitude) in low self-esteem group, where the influence of self-connection on brand 
extension attitude was non-significant (b= .13, t=1.86, p>.05), while a partial mediating model (both self-connectionà perceived fità brand 
extension attitude and self-connection àbrand extension attitude)  in high self-esteem group, where self-connection has significant influence 
on brand extension attitude (b= .24, t=3.34, p< .001). 

The results support the moderating effect of self-esteem on the affect transfer mechanism, i.e. high self-esteem triggers affect transfer 
in consumer brand extension evaluations. This indicates that high self-esteem may be a good predictor of affect transfer as high self-esteem 
consumers are more likely to judge a brand extension in terms of existing brand affect. Further research will adopt lab experiments to inves-
tigate every single mechanism, where self-esteem and self-connection will be manipulated respectively.
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With the development of internet marketing, more and more information with various sources and formats become available online. 
As a consequence, online shoppers are often faced information overload, which leads to choice deferrals (Dhar 1997; Iyengar and Lepper 
2000). A recent study finds that engaging in unconscious information processing could help consumers to reduce their information overload 
and increase their product evaluations (Messner and Wanke 2011). Although unconscious cognition is useful in such an information rich 
environment, conscious processing performs better in low information context (Messner and Wanke 2011). To date the studies have mainly 


